


















































































statement ids a 
member - 















ee, can only 
moan  
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living  which is 
dinflict with 
violent 








dileninia  is an "in-
- I +rolled multi-lat-






















 to say, 'If we do this, they 
also 
will  do the 
same.'"  
Masssell
 said he believes
 it is 
possible
 for 
nations  to oyercotre 
distil's! but admitted it would be 
:in  enoirnously difficult venture. 
'd eon. a 
member  of 
the 






of ROTC and 
Iministration
 to estab-
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fair becomes a reality as 
the 
adi,  








says the basic purpose of the .11. ,A 



















uni.,-,   
lasting peace. 
To that end more if, e  
eign 




from the cori 













COVPIN  a 
Millar° 
mi',  
and is built on  the same 
ginund  
as the 1939 Fair 
Flushing :Mead-









 federal and state, transiar-
tation, and
 the Lake 
IIMUSenVolit  
area.  The 
center










the  oribts 
of satellocs 












people  will 
pass 
throu:
 !: ne 
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CRESCENT GIRL 
Dee  Keefe, center, will 
reign 
over
 the Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcart 
races 
Friday e.fternoon at 
Spartan
 Stadium. Miss 
Keefe and attendants Sandy Kerhulas, left, and 
Judy Davis, 
right,  were crowned 
Saturday a+ 
the Crescent Girl 
dance as Ron Culler, Lambda 
Chi 
president,  announced the queen and her 
court.
 
- - - 
Cuties,  Competition To 
Highlight  













4t.siarl.  are 
.s%atilail.1. 

















Dinner  Tonight 
P. 1,11)1111, 14/1j/111. 
.,1
 lit Ilit I 1,1111,INtr 
tame 
Pittillt.11is




11,1,111,M -hip- tonialit at 
the







































 and future problems in 
the  
areas of 
automation  and 
minority  
grln:Lo1P1;4oWing Mitchell's 
speec  h, 
Business Di vision department 
heads will present their annual 
awards to students. Among the 
awards to be given will be the 
. Alpha Al Sirat 
Award. It is given 
to one 
outstandmg  man and wom-
an student in 






ed the highlight of the 
divi-






Rev. James Strayer and Dr. Mil-
burn
 Wright, dean of the disision
 
of business
 and chairman of the 
banquet,




his group from 
George  Halverson. head of the 
naking  
headway
 in getting places 
Industrial 
Relations  Department, 
will
 introduce 
Mitchell to the au-







Hill was asked to submit to 
than 700. 
Aithur Philpott. the pros and cons 
,' the protesting motorcyclists in 
,n 
-educational plan." 
But  he has 
 ned 
to
 do so because 
-of  the 






 VC. ." 
. anthority. 
,ne way or ta ,,her.
 to determine 
ite 




ing the parking of 
vehicles  on the 
city streets." Melvin Miller.
 de-










 motorcyclists thinks other-
wise. 1101 feels that :Stiller is biaaed 
i C,i'llill'iTholl 
'A,.1 Slat- e. 
will
 ,...- a Ai Strata, i .-neata Ilaitm.in, 
dilministration."  
highlight the 
Pushcart  Races Fri- patiale 0 d ... 







day afternoon in Spartan 
Stadium  Using centei . The 
parade








 fraternities and .hall stadhlm 
form at the 
west
 side of the foot- Hall. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
r in -
against Pi Kappa Alpha; 
Thre.
 
for all concerned."  Miller is afraid 








IllistrA 11,W:11, and nine so.nrities A Powder 
Puff P,elay precedes 
CM 
competes with Delta















race event with 
coeds
 Ph,: ,01.1 Theta Xt 
vs- Ph; ,'- 
,f the parking spaces were 
Harold Nl. Fiod.
 , - --e.ate 
prn-
ss,oimr..,  






Alpha  Phi 
Isappa are among the first 
i ,, .tia 
i*, d for 
motorcyclists.  fessor of sociol, ::. ,t .., discuss The 
1..airdsla
 fa-, .alpha event. 
and Alpha 









eiledS trom each 
house  will 









i i is against the city's proposal
 
End




Book Talk in Caleteria ROOMs A 
elitninatinns are Sigma 
Pi
 aetiln. .. 




 Girl cl 








 the finish line.
 
Markham
 Hall. Delta Up




Dance  :it Plateau 7 
' - 
...,rnpus
 area because "it is 
dis- 
, Dr. /lodges'
 review of the 
hook  
alpha Tau Omega. 
Sigma  N . ot 
written hy. eiologist Daniel Bell, 
hist Satarlas. 




 last year's 
main.' 
, _., -I eriminating in 
fasor 
of the motor- I 
oer 
the  
festivities.  Miss Keefe, 






will he '. 
..  
i hy a question 
and 
ma l'hi Epsilon detying 
Sign-  . 





sorority division and Alpha
 
Tau  









 t She 
Omega  in the 
fraternity  division 
wittnct.0- each 
of
 these c,,,... -.in park in more than one park- 
., .,. ,,,, , . 
. . . , on ( . . ,.. 
dills  will be 





sweepstake  trophy. 
.,...,.. ing space without tieing
 cater( ac-
- I :- , ., .! y -Last
 year's winners 
are 
this  te'''''' 
"Ill cr'mrxIt° in 
f"n"" 
cording to Chief Ray Illackmore. 
the ma.: ; -  ,f Dr. Hodges' re-
elitrunatians to determine the final 
view. 1,. 
t, _,,; saki that nen 
, 1 -.orites again 




Don  Ryan, assistant to the 
dean 
will 
ee,,  ... . take
 over 
Mills'  
i  .ims 
have  the 
potential  to 







students.  said the 
motorcyclists  
toga. -They ' both equalli un-
do, fasorites at any 
time,-  satd 
i.,,,ind
 t.c Alph 
chi omega 
s.  ,"isniild 
probably
 have more 
park- 
orthode. r - ,id. 





spaces under the current ar- 
F 
,  .  '. ,:l.'..tudents are invited 







 proposal lin- 















Copies  of 
, liappa
 Kappa Gamma 
will
 com-  He felt this 
way beeause More 
:ill  hooks reviewed will 
be held on 
lime
 against the 




 can park reserve in the 
Humanities  section 
 Kappa Al&
 i Th,"-,I,: 
,01,,, 
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han 
a liability'
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Sok, T 
a :rk 
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Capers  on 
Thurs-
day at 2:30








Tid I .inn Mode: 
There 












West. held in Spokane, 















 late John F. Kennedy. 
ni Robin Yep. 
chairman





qiieen  contest. 











"Realizing that the NIUN wds 
will 
be present




































the late John 
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and 
spirit. and 































shared hy all 




According  to 
Enid Munsinget.
 


























stating that if Red 





guaranteed  a 
seat
 














































progressive  jazz group, the 






New York. plays the piano. Les 
'Macintosh. a music major, plays 
bass. and John Riegle. a music 
major at 





This combo placed 
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status  
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nations look at the 
exhibition
 as an aid to 
international
 















































 any tnajor 
public 
project.  that 















 the project on the 











 the State of 
New. York or the 
Federal 
Government. 
All in all. 





 look at themselves and 
other nations for 
possible answers to permanent 
world  peace and under-





 S 1N JOSE 
ST.tTE  judo team. coached 
by Yosh 
rhida. proved itself a consistent chanspion
 by 
capturing its third straight
 national title. Com-
peting
 




 the Air Force Academy, 
the Spartans placed no lower than second in each eent 
in the weekend tournament. t ruler I elsida's watchful 
eye. the men lime gone through intensive
 training. This 
training.  as well as the spiirt of sportsmanship inherent 









 kodani. Rirli Gibson. 







 Fish and Celli& 
lime
 prose's  the strength














a clearer image 
of the  Spartan 
spirit. 
V'e 
congratulate  these six men and
 their excellent 
coach. 
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 t'ell's San 
Jose State?" 
I 












even as a second rate 
institution  
there 




 do for them.
 When you 
consider 
further  that a few 
may 
not even have 
heard of Prof. 
Porter's
 own alma mater.
 Michi-
gan 
State  College 
of




comes  pretty 
appalling. 
Prof. 
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e.-ry strp a the w-n. 
the  
pho  




























ing to the 
extent I am 
able to 
follow his
 reasoning. But 
still,  
it's disheartening to 
those  of 
EDITOR'S
 NOTE: 
Thrust  and Parry 
letters, 




 to   minimum
 of 300 
words,
 preferably 









 will not 
be
 printed or 
will 
be




The editc- also 




 to conform 
to
 style and 
good 
taste.  Leiters of 
personal at-
tacks will































 far as 
Walnut  Creek. 
Somtimes I 
almost  wish 
no-








Journalism and Advertising 
Peeling's  Views
 
Hif by Student 
F;ditor: 
San Jose State was "honored" 
by the 
presence of that eminent 
Nobel "Priare" prize winner, Dr. 
!Anus Pauline. with his rosey-
hued views on world affairs. I 
%oppose
 in his field, science and 
chemistry.  Pauline could 
he 
classed
 as ;in "expert;"  but re-
garding human affairs. he must 
be cla.ssed with amateurs like 
you and me. What is so bad 
about the
 whole mess is not so 
much that he holds "contrrn:er-
slat" %joss on 
world  rxtlitics, tint 
that people
 think that tx.cause 
he
 holds an eminent
 position in 
the 
scientific
 world. he should 
,I,terlatri "expert"
 in other fields as 














shows  a shallowness
 of 
reasoning  when 
he
 advocates a 
person's 
"right to share
 in the 







have  a right to 
'share?  Sharing 
involves not a 
right; it 
involves  a duty. or per-
















 All of 
their baloney is 
completely  ant i-
intellectual  in scope and
 
organi-
zation.  In one 
breath  they pm
-
pose to 











yoli  a 




















 aS One of 
"if." 



































































































































































































































































































attacks  as 
a result



















 today caused an open
 rup-
ture among 





ers  of Arizona Sen. 
Barry  Gold-
water. issued 
a joint statement 
condemning  seven fellow 
Repub-
licans who are 
working for New 
York 
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. 
At is.sue 
was  the Rockefeller 
supporters' 

















Republican.s,  the 
Califor-
nia Republican
















The nine said 








mouthpiece  of a 
Rocke-
feller who does 
not disdain to 
brand ;ill the 
volunteer 
organiza-
tiorm of the 
party as captiVe 
of 














































man  of 
action 
...on his 














































































































































































































































































































































































































will  l* 
held 
on 









































judizes;  and 
$25  to the 
















 iiall will hold its 
spring  semester open 
house on 
this 
Sunday, April 26 from 1 
p.m. to 5 p.m. All students are 
Invited
 


































































































































































































society  editor 
Who
 
will  he ihe 










show is a 







 is the first
 




 nay. F:ach sorority was given a 










I can see it now first, 





nture of course will be Sally.




with a bikini tied around
 her trim white 
body.  'rhe 
jealous little duck will 
he
 dyed green while the 





red.  And many more 
will  





who's interested in 









 Chi house. 
. Ry the 
way.  the Sigma 






hats since the 
ladies  
of 











 are Ginny Ziegler.
 
president;  Genie 
Calando.  
pledge 






Betty Jo Belda, 








The new pledge 
officers fire  




 Jan Smfield, 
secretary; Sylvia
 Veglia, 
trea.surer:  Kathy 










 AOPi is Dave Brady.
 Dave was an-
nounced at the
 Spring Cotillion
 at the Village




other  finalists in 
the contest 
were
 Skip Yazel, 
Bill Meyers, 
Steve 




 TAU ONIEGA 
'The new 
officers














KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
A jumble of 
trunk.s, suitcase, 
and packing boxes




 the Kappa 
Kappa  Gamma




 into Royce 
Hall. 
The 18 
women had to 
vacate  the Ilth 
Stree  residence so 
that  
annexes  could be 
torn  down and a 
new sorority built
 on the same 
property.
 The new house,




months after fall 
semester begin.s, 
will cover four 
lots  and will 
feature
 a colonial architectural
 design. 
The state is 
expected  eventually to 
purchase the site 
of
 211 S 
10th 
St.  residence in ordez 






spring comes the 
annual
 




events  include such 
parties as a root
 beer bust and 
roller skating truly.
 Each fraternity is 
represented  by 0.vo men. 
The winner 
will be announced 
May 9 at the Spring




Who  wears 
pajamas?
 
The  brothers of SAE 
and Sigma Chi and 
theit  dates dill 
recently when a 
joint party was held 
between  the 
two fraternity 
houses.
 Clad in nightgowns
 and matching 
pajamas
 the couples 
danced  
to the musie 
of
 Tony Pagan's Band 
at Trader Lou's in 
San Jose. 
DELTA G AM MA 
Delta  Gamma sorority 
held its hiannual 
faculty -scholarship 
dinner last 
Thursday  night at the D.G. house. 
Awarded for having highest. 




senior; Angela Kiichli, 
junior:  Kathy Nortis.
 
sophomore; and 
Mimsy Hansen, freshman. Julie
 Wilson. Bev Bonret. 
Sandy Nlayfield and Jan 





A I.PIIA KAPPA 
IOTA  
The 
pledge  class officers for spring 1964
 are Thomas Nishikawa. 
president; 
Ernie DeMartini, vice 
president and activities 
chairman: 
Nlorry Afraimi, secretary and treasurer. 
Other members of the 
pledge class are .Ion Ya2e1, 
Larry  John-
son, Walt Nielson, 





 Delta Sigma Phi 
were 
honored recently 
during  the 
Spring  Pledge dance 
which was held 
at the 
Sainte  Claire 
Hotel. Barbara Clark of 
Delta  Gamma, Delta Sig 
Carnation  Girl, 
presented each pledge with a carnation 
houtoniere
 and a kiss. 
The 


















 Slade. Rod 
Stafford 






of Delta Zeta are in the 
final 
stages  of their Delta 
Zeta Man 









 that have been chosen
 are Norm 





Agnew.  Reed Margo:11.dt, 
Bob 










































35c with ASB card 
San Jose 
Fairways 
230 E. Brokaw Rd. 
295-9542 









scheduled for Saturday. 
April 25. The girls am prepar-

























his  being selected to 
corn  


















































songs will he 
dedieNti
 





Ross' disc jockey 
career began 
last 

























mentates.  often 
have  1.000 
or
 more, acCording
 to Ross. 
Ross
 






from Portland, Ore. 
AWS 
Proceeds 
Donated To Fund 
For Handicapped 
Proceeds 
from I   
sponsored 1fN .N.\  
month













The check for $215.34 wis 




Fund for purchasing wheel-
chairs, walkers, 
typewriters,  and 

















The whole true  f 












 prce of S75 for th first 10 
couples
 who book their 
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f or big 
girls  and 
little 
girls 






SCOOP  NECKS 
 ROUND NECKS 



















 BALLET TIGHTS 
 
TRUNKS 
 DANCE GIRDLES 
BANKmtRICRD
 
FIRST HATIONL CMRGt 
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night  in tha 
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and musicia- ' 
group
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ing tribute to Pre
 'd 
cf Italy
 at a 
White  II 
ner partv of Presider, 
' 
From that end of 
vania Avenue the NE.V.-
have traveled
 under `, 
white lights of Broad. -
behind the hot light
 




Christy  "1 -
were 





















































































 or he'. own 
speciality 




























































Music  Co. 
or the 
'elr 














dirdain. anything American has 
$2.25,





















































































































































There's a look about 
Authentic  Ivy 
styling 
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elf.]  t 
Two One -Acts 
*ow In 





 will appear in 
concert 
Friday
 night in the San
 Jose 




 consist:, of nine 
folksingers, two girls and seven 
boys. 
Tickets 
for  the 
performance  may be 
obtained a+ the 
Spartan
 
Music  Co. or San 


















idea of starring  the 
as .;
 ; 'in-
; ... , 
I. i Lia; n...1., 
born infant with Lail:. 
1 ms. 
July 3. 
cowboy  film 
star. Th, 1 .. 
are 
"Boy 









 is played and. bent on 
revor.. ; ; lheI 






 , ; 
l' lolls
 of a studio
 
waitress








te..  .11;o p. 














TACT. TM even .licker deal in r 
















A Full Length 
, ..., Nites
 






Holm. Tom Tripps, and Kw' . 
Kollmer. 
he obtained at the 1,.., 1; : 
Tickets for the pi -
D 
_ 
.,.77.: N GHT 








 r 1,, 












'"3" SALOON c 
A .,-,.,,,,,, :it 
the Museum 
of 
7;:aoiral  History 
in Paris ST*T. 
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 at sail lie. 





/1..111  I TOI 
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 Williams  be 
di-
rected by Nick Ferentinos.
 San-
dra Smith and Bonnie Roseveare 
will 
portray
 the two characters 
the 
act. 
'The Artist" by A. 
A.
 Nliluo 












Miriam  awl 
Wol-



























































pick up and 
dcliver  




Lubrication Our Specialty 
Complete line of Auto Ac:c.,: 
















338 S. 1st St. 
(across 
horn  1-iele.) 
CY 7.4653 
 Imported Pipes and Tobaccos 
 
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"Gold,"  i 
; 1. 
el 
screen  of his 

















pi,:ces  of his 
work
 








 the Art Building. 
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"N, NIust Fall" givcs





the full settle ..f 
,.1,11:tiis
 Cast
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 liYad and 
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hotly
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he 
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the axe. next h. 
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will he 
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a 11-1 victory 
over 
played
































































rangtrtz  from 
















 a game at 
Oly:r.pic.
 
Stad:arn  The 1  
ia -is a! 
- 







months...,  It 
aa..sn't
 
rut.)  to 
Let 
ticker.. 
1ke  had to tbil 
fi%e 
049 on the morning 
of the game. 
Ve 
found
 a .calper (the 
hae  
them in tool. and 
aa.  
a little out of the ordinar, try-
ing to 
purehafte  ticket. from him. 
Ile %poke no Engli.h:
 I 
.poke 
Frosh Nine Plays 
Stanford Saturday
 
Coach Dill Gustafson's freshman 
ba.seball team clashes %cith the 
Stanford 
,yearlings  Satutday in a 
Moore school. 47.3 
league 
doubleheader.  The game 
nuarter.mile nit. the hest in the 
be on ow ehoolboy rank. 13.1 a 
home field. ia.:ith
 the Eitst piteh "'" 14'6 l'r""d ii 
al.. ran a 100-)ard da.h. 
slio::initto the 





























frosh. Jan Dukes recorded the win 
e -t 
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from Chuck Coket's 
lats Angeles Striders in addition to 
the Otegon State team which holds 
the record. 
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Winter  feels the two-mile 
is 
not the relay esent to concentrate
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 Send in 
handy  ordr blank 
Enclosed cash or chock 




 ... Get Results! 
To 
buy,  sell, rent, 
or an-
nounce  anything, 
just fill out 
and
 clip this handy 
order 
blank.  Send to: 
Spartan  
Daily CLASSIFIEDS, J206, 
Son Jose State College, San 
Jose 14, Calif. 
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ot Ow...rant was 
mad.,  Us J. B. Rhine,
 head of the 
1/ 1, ,11).N.ehology lathaatory at Duke 
uiversity, Durham. 
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 C., where 
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l'niversity of the Pacific. 
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 San Jose area. 
Persons wishing to engage 
the 
.,ervices
 of college students to dis-
..,iss
 
either subject at no expense 
to 
the organizations,






 or dinners. 
may call the 
, hen will
 speak on fashion therapy 
Public
 Relations  Office, San Jose 
for the 



























 at the SJS Home 
Eco-
nomics chapter'





 meeting- in 
E132, tomorrow at 7 p.m. 
The 
designer hzis won 
recogni-
tion for her creations 
in competi-
; than. Mr. Skahen won first 
place  
. in the 
applied arts division 
at
 the 
San  Francisco Art Festival in 1952. 
1At the California
 State Fair. she
 
!received 
three  Gold Medal awards 
' for design in 1959.
 1960 and 1061. 
1 Mrs. Skahen is 
present's' chair-
man for the 
San  Francisco Fash-
ion Group. In addition to 
Ia.,-
eh:iirman rusponsibilities.  she
 do 




1, , her clothing. 





 will leave tomotTow for Dear-
born, Mich., for 
a College Editors' 
Conference to publicize the new 
Ford Mustang. The conference be-
gins
 tomorrow
 night at 7. 
Upon conclusion of the 
meeting 
at 3:30 p.m. Friday, 
Bottini  skill 
be. 




to campus. The car 
will be his until 
the  end of the 
school  
year. 
All expenses -including  trasel.
 
meals, gas will be 
paid  hy Ford 
Motor 
Company.  





irPII More -hoe 
polish
 is 1.1 in 
supermarkets  than 
in any other outlet set 
only one 
person  in 100 puts 
shoe  polish on 
the grocery list, according 
to a sur-
vey taken











on their let. and buy
 it as iin 
impulse item." Bottner 
said. He 
said
 the more prominently it is 
"or 
displayed.

































































































































When a Navy chaplain said "Praise the 
Lord and pass the ammunition", he ex 
pressed his recognition of the fact that 
the tight
 for freedom was everyone's 
fight. One 
of our most precious free 
doms is the right to 
disagree. But 
now  
we are being told that any criticism of 
our 
welfare
 state programs or any ob 
potion to 
crucifying  our only 
friends 
in 
the Congo is 
unpatriotic  because it de. 
stroys confidence in our government. 
These so-called "liberals"
 seem to have 
lost sight of several things. including 
the 
fact
 that the nation became
 great 
because we have 
freedom  to disagree 
Many 









 Great numbers of 
people
 are afraid or 
unwilling
 to obiect 
to big government, reckless spending 
programs.
 and worst of all, our 
failure 
to lead the 




is a larp,e and 


















want to do 
something about it 
Eisen-
hower
 calls them 





 in the 
fight 
to save America
 we are at war
 
and wars are 
not  won 
by middleofthe 
road patriots 
C/m.froien el 11,* leant 
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seven  years 
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 to SJS 
i most 
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chief of the State 
f 
Instruct






















 Mr. Sprayer 
or. 
















 vice oh foi 
tun broadcast over 
Radio 
KI.f.N.  

























































 of both 
schools.  
PRESIDENT  JOHN T WAHLQUIST was a  leading figure in the 
debate.
 11 years ago,  on fate of 






college campuses had to 
be separated 
when
 the State Legislature passed a law 
calling for 
separation  of 
junlor college















































































 aWay ;Or 
awhile.  
"Persona
 I ly . 
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 teok the 
Peare
 
placement test last October 
when
 
recruiters a ere on campus, and he 






He received his 
specific invita-




he asked to 
go
 to Africa 
lecaust "I wanted to do whatever 
little I could to 
show African 






Iluckaby  is going into the com-
' munity 
development. program of 








uation he will learn 











 eo hack to school 
after his two-year service is over 
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hort-
 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































growth of the 
loan
 










 but it Yves largely 
restricted
 
to emergency. use There 
is 
now  




















to $90,000 during one 






on the other hand. 
said 











Bruce Allen wa, the last 
to tit-
 . a, 
that the separation would






sand, he withheld his vote 
on
 the 
eollege's 1953 budget until testi-
mony 
was  











if.  Nttigfor(1 of the State De-
partment of Finance testified at a 
special meeting in Sacramento 
that the budget could actually 
be 
reduced by $250 thousand if the 






$3.7 million in additional expendi-
tures for junior college facilities. i 
Allen changed his mind. 
In June of 1963. the junior col -1 
lege moved to the campus of ' 
San Jose Technical High School on 
San Jose -Los Gatos Road. Later, 
SJTFIS was changed 
to Sail Jose 
City 
College,  
There's little doubt that the 
move vials 
a step forward. 
Today
 
with SJS crovvded with four year 
college
 
students,  the idea of a jun-
ior college coexisting on this cam-
pus seems impossible. 
But there are no villain.s rising 
from the entire problem. It vcas 
just one of 
those problems behind 
the administrative scene that per-
plex and amaze but seldom glorify 
the college
 administrator. 




are needed to aet 
a 
liaison











Fiank Bardsle,y, newly -elected 
executive secretary, requests stu-
dents with past experience in stu-
dent government to contact him 










tion efficiently and to report regu-
larly  
to 










the type of 
articles SJS 
students  liked to see 
in 
Sparta.n  Daily. Some of the an-
swers 
vvere:  pin-up 
girls,  pin-up 
boys.
 





 "hoys in 
the  service" 











Thq is the 4,rst 




behind the recent 
feculty
 up 
rising at San Francisco 
State  
College.  
This reporter spent an afternoon on 
the San Francisco State campus tallt 
;ng to 
Nculty  leaders. 
By DON 111FFON 
Recently 
the 11tIbile  W11114,,,P41 
what has been described as a "le -
volt" in the California State Col-
lege system.
 




San Francisco State College 
 
pus. 
There  more than 
400 
facly  
members signed a petition 
reque.1-
ing that the State College Board , 
1 
of 
Trustees  be investigated by the 




Since that initial round of 
fire  
frOrn the faculty, and the subse- I 
quent 
return
 volley from the Trus-
tees, issues in the dispute never 
have been made clear. 
REAL REASONS 
What is even more important.
 
the real reasons and underlyirm 




 discussed only in 
small faculty circles and
 behind 
the closed doors of administraties
 
On the 
surface,  both sides 
h:r.  
hurled charges 
hack and forth 
much to the confusion of the 
pub-   
lic. These 
charges,
 however, are , 
only symptoms of more fundamen-
tal problems. 
Among undercurrents
 at the bot-
tom of the struggle are problems
 ' 
involving
 the ultimate direction of 
the state colleges, the role facul-







frustration and distrust of autleah-















There  is no real 
armwer  to the 
first question, why this 
factilly.  
It is 
likely that this faculty "re-
volted" 






 has been rebuffed 
by
 Trus-
tees and the fact that it feels cer-
tain 
closeness  to the Trustees and 
the Chancellor. 
The Trustees meet 
in San Francisco 
nearly  every other 
month, and the Chancellor is a 
former 
president  of San Francisco 
, State. 
Many 
faculty  members 
who
 sign-
ed t he pet
 it ion worked under 
Chancellor Glenn S. Ihtmke 
when  





 faculty members 
seem to feel that 
Dr.Dtunke  disre-
garded
 faculty government 
during  
his fottr years
 as president of 
the 








Criticism of SFS 
faculty  hy 
Trustees and Trustee supporters 
charges there
 is little in the way 
of specific grievances 
on
 which 
faculty based its action.
 
Action of the 
faculty is rot 
from what this writer could learn. 






























if frustration in its dealings %%Ito
 
the l'ru.stees. 
















































































zation  of 
the administration  and 
faculty
 of the college. 
The Trustees










strators  felt the plan









 has not 
heen re-
searched.




faculty  feel 
the 
Trustees  %I'M 
unfair





 on the list of fee' 
i: the method 
by which T. -
noel 














,ation soseigly (nforcing the Fish-
i 
1,1 NDANI FATAL DIFFERENCE 






deeply  into fundament-
al differences between 
the tvco 





The Trustees' current 
philosophy  
is to increase the liberal arts cur-
riculum of each college while hold-
















 feels that the trustees 
should 
be 
planning  ta expand all pro-




















simply little Universities of Cali-
fornia. 
The 





 compete with 
the university sy-stem 
and that if 
they try. the state colleges will 
wither on the vine. 
In 




G. A. McCallum, SJS 
head of bio-
loeical 
sciences  and 
member of the 
trustees'
 hte 










list  of 
reaent
 STS eraditates  








tieipated in this program last year. 
In addition to the 
short-term 




three-month  peraxl, SJS 
now has a long-term




1952  This 
was started in 
1958
 by the NDF:A. 
Since then more than $1 million 
has been lent to more than 600 
st 
talents.  




established under the Na-
tional Defense Education Act of 
1958 to 
permit students to bormw 
Growth in 
Financial  Assistance Program 
General












 Education Act 
(NDEA)  
United Student Aid 
Fund (USA) 
1952 1964 




















assistance at SJS  from 
1952, when 
















The others are 
what
 is 




 a low 
interest  rate 
for 
a long 
term in order to pursue 
their college education, will lend 
mtire than $500,000. All loans un-
der
 this 







enable ea.sier payments for the 
students.  
In 1962 a second long-term loan 
program was established through 
the USA 
fund. The USA 
is a pri-
vate. non-profit corporation 
which 
endorses












 and extend up to a 54
-month  











 back The 
program
 was initiated 
at
 STS hy 
the
 


















source  of 
student
 
Ail is the student placement serv-
ice. Mrs. Phyllis Headland. student 
plicement







 in regard to its
 
growth  




 through last year more 
than
 
49,500 jobs lusd 
been filled 
by stu-













 t 11 thS 
f illed Very 
day. With 
the 
majority  ot the 
money-





nitely must he 
named  as part of 



















states William If Durr. (101ing 
;A 
research, Last year. 
1:3 students  









 actually- had a 

















 is sPlerted 1) a 
professor for
 this 





mittee  and. if 
chosen.
 he works 
with the pmfessor on a project. 
The 13 students 
reeeived  
$4.252 




 that the program 
is 
not  




program  to 
expand














 aid is 


























of reserve summer session 
funds for
 Shakespeare scholarships 
this






























 session aid to 
students, the 
ASB and financial 




























has  heen given dtuine the 
past tvco 
years





























student  aid. 






































IdaSPARTAN  DA1LT 
Wednesday. 










CENTENNIAL  ORGANIZERSJoe 
H.
 West 
(left) dean of educational services 
and summer 
sessions, was college 
Centennial  chairman. Pos-
ing with him 















 in 1957, 
was associafe dean 
of students. 
Mrs. Winters, professor of history, 
wrote













CARMAN  CHASE 
A small but very 
important  of-




























































San Mateo, Santa Cruz. NIonterey 
and San Benito
 counties. 
The  function of the 
extension  
!program
 is to 
proside curricula 
to 
qualified adults seeking higher edu-






Frank  G. Willey is in charge 
of the 
extension
 program. He is 
assisted by Mrs. 
Irene  Rodeheaver, 
head 
secretary, and the Misses 
Judy
 La Franchi and 
Sherry  Ran-
kin, 
assistant  secretaries. Four 





 taSiCS which 
the extension





 pro-  
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PALOMA  
PRESS 
































































 able to take advantage of 
that big 





















PrOVide  that 
capital.  hope 
'lase
 



















































MAI   loft ,n ,f 
pt  Ina 
294-5660  
gram faculty 
and evaluating their 
teaching 
experience.
 They secure 
housing for cla.sses, 
issue  and file 
reeords, 
set and pay salaries
 to 
all 
teaching  and administrative 
itersonnel, 




rials in great quantities.
 




fall 1949, under the direction of 





30 COURSES IN 1949 
In 
1949,  there were 
30 
courses  









 1949 and 
1962. the Extension Services or-
ganized a total of 1.748 courses 
obtaining  more than 54,000 enroll-





istered during this period. 










A total of 2,831 
quest ionnaires cre 
circulated.  The , 
median age of 




 program was .3,5 years. 
On the final 
day of the 
Center'. 
There
 were 1.665 
females  and 
1,441  ' 




showed that 82 per cent had bache- 
campus department.
 Most classc-
lor's degrees or better, and 73 
are conducted 









 volumes, including 
man:. 
 





I first and autographed editions. 
engaged in public school service. 
Students
 may apply









99%  UPPER DIVISION 









































and  the first 
editions ot 
















650 S. Winchester Rd (5J.) 244 0650 
left to junior
 






Caldwell  and Conrad 






























to units of extension credit 
to keep 
abreast  of new 
developments
 
businessman A. hi.   
he applied to a 
bachelor's  degree. 
along










 viben knowl- 
year 
perard 
by a former 
St









 obsolete  every 
few bakery 





























































































































































Manager  A. 
P. Ha-




















































 J. Knight 
(left),
 forrner 
California governor, joined Pres. John T. Wahlquist (right), dur-
ing the Centennial celebration in May 1957. At the ceremonies 
a marker at Fourth and San Antonio Streets was dedicated, and 







 PreS. John T. 
Waidgitio announerd the appoint-























and organized within the frame-

























 with SJS Student Body Card 
By VIRGINIA CASH 
Goodwin J. Knight
 and Governor 
Edmund G. Brown were among the 
Ili:nit/tries
 who joined Pres. John
 
T. Wahlquist and SJS 
students  and 
faculty in the Centennial
 celebra-
tion  May 
2-11, 1957.
 
The Historic Marker at Fourth 
and San Antonio 
streets  was dedi-




city of Sparta, Greece, 
pre-
sented SJS with a gift 
of
 a Spartan 





Civic  Auditorium on the 
evening
 of May 3 featured
 Miss 







a San Jose State 
graduate,  










year  with the 
presenta-
tion 
and  raising of the 
Centennial 
flag at the 
Convocation  in the fall 
semester
 of 1957. 
Thmughout  the 






















The main feature of the 
year 
v..as the festival

























































Melby,  dean 



















































in all college 
departments. 
The Centennial



































 I rifs 
of I aught 
tr 












 7he Playhosme : 
1i
 


































 of more 
than 







































































 Prior to 
;joining the S.IS staff, Burton 
;served as an instructor of English 
and speech
 at 
Long Beach State 
"111,gn
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by ARLENE MORI.AN 































 daily for the 25 cent 
parking fee. 
In general, the garage, which 
opened
















have to use 










 blocks from campus 
The
 garage is open 



































 use of the 
garage. 
Avoid.
 It no...ink, 
the peak 
rash
 hour tram "1:50
 a.m. to 14:3(1' 
This 




a.m. staff and R and R:30 
a.m.  




 7:15 a.m. and 9 
1,.m. 
Anyone





 times, 51c -
Mahon  said, will 
ea.se the conges-
, lion and 
save













waiting  in line to enter the 
imaidore
 Stockton















 a librI°Y. 
prach
 the garage 



























































 and Singapore. 




















 brake ari 
justment
 or a 







































































































































from the north. to 
facili-




many  as 500 cars 
per hour 
enter the garage during 
the early 
morning'  rush 
hours. 
1. Huse 
card or eorrect change 
readv. The attendants
 do not have 
change. The coin box will take 




 not give change. It is hardly 
fair to keep a 
line  of cars waiting 
while you 
fumble







































problem  on 
campus. 
Mc-
mahon  said 
The 






















 job is 
to 











































 Yrai re 
still dancing the











 to be accepted 
on
 the dance 
dance 
floors of America, you
 hae 







Pim,  Mid 
he should know.








 is one 
of New York's favorite
 "Danrii,, 














Harlem  dance halls, Joe Piro 
ro.se to 
fame  teaching 
sueh  
aries cif the dance 
ald as I ; :7: . 
Margot Fonteyn 
and Alicia ...rar-













 STLP at air 










whole  thing, /-1,,4 
1,14191 yOU 111,Q. 
bei in a tiny





been his headquarters for :if) year 
These dances ;Surf, Fish. 
w,,h-
ble, Mashed Potato. flog. /lei,' 
Wave. 
Frankenstein,  :Monkey. W., 
































































coed at Ithehe 



















constructed  for 
forward 
The way Joe sees it, back
 iv 
"Don't 




and  exhaust 
fumes
 dam -
the days of World War II 
typical coed'













-1,  . 
Ttacy 
Lewis,







































































whence  came 
thc
 
many clothes: I just get 
what I 
need,







































































































on a varier:. . 
dances
 lrom the Waltz to the 
Mambo. Recently they have her I 
called 
on to teach
 people the 
et.: - 
priate  section, 
the flagmen 
are  rent ../N 
dance, .hieh 
there to direct you to available fmri, the 
stalls. The chance is small that you 
will find an empty space before
 
you see 
the flagman. Ile is on duty 
from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. and he 




1..ir Her  Vie:pair...VI 
That Pledge Dance.  
sprint!
 




























do the mast -moving
 Twist. r, 
dance imitating
 the Twist. 
without  foot




Whatever happened to the 
Walt/  







 is open 'til 9 
'Orr, Sr arc, 







Dining out at 
Bohannon's  




dining  room  and 
enjoying
 
a delicious meal. 
But more than
 that, dining 
out is fun  it's fhe ideal 
way to start or end that 
special 
evening. 
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quad  Radio  
recorded






o.ci  ',fro ; 
Going  to a 
luau? 
You'll 





































vision.  Don't 
delay




































April  22, 











ARLENE  MORGAN 
SJS 
professors  agree on 
oni
 





ability  1,, 
think
 













The good student 
is intellectual-
ly' 




 in facts. 
but  in ideas. 
Dr. James J. 
Clark,  assistant 
professor of F:riglish. 
likes to see 
a student 
who  is "able to utilize 
the material presented
 to him cre-















Dr.  Richard S. C'rainer. assistant 
professor
 of history, stated it this 
way, "I like a 
student
 with the 
ability  to be intelligently. 
critical  '' 
It is not important







statement,  but 
it










































,  __,__  





















TIMESteve  Leadley sits 
surrounded  
by 
books  while 
he 
prepares
 for examinations. Some 
students say that they can 
do 
better  work 
while  
under  pressure 
of
 an up


























































who  learns because he wants to 
know, and succeeds becausP he 
seeks 
out his own information. 
A philosophy professor also puts 
the 
burden  of learning
 on the 
stu-
dent. Good instructors are v oat, 
"it their ,stieJttest contribution is 






































 to learn. 
While professors




ly like examinations allY more 
than students do. they find it the 
oil('





members  of a class.
 'After 
'IP 
years."  one professor admitted.
 
"I can't honestly tell much alxart 
a 
student






0011'W.  Hut the 
quiet 
boy in the 
corner  may shine far 
more brilliantly on 
an
 examination 
than the one who sits in front and 
nods his head at every -thing I say." 
HAVE SONIETHING TO SAY 




 but only if he has 
something to say. And they unani-
mously  appreciate one who comes 
to class prepared. 
Opinions about study habits var-
ied among 
instructors









 will find 
his  own 
hest 
w;1.  it. 



































































WINNER  OF 
MANY
 

















 At AL 
REG.










































eight majors were 
inter-
viewed this 
week regarding study 




of time spent in 
outside studying
 for a 3-tinit course 
varies  from 
two 
to ten hours 
per 
week. 'rhe type of course (math 
.0 literature, for example, largely 
determines  the time necessary. 
'rile number of hours 
spent in 
study does not necessarily corre-
late vv ith grade-point average. 
Fiach student has his OW/I favorite 
"tricks"
 for effective study. 
And,  
the variability
 of study habits is 
as great among "A" students
 
as 
between "A'' anti ''C" students. 
One 
truth was evident in inter-
VieWS, the "A" student cares. He 
cares 
about  doing a better -than -
average  job and 
about  getting 






creature  - the "A" 




 and he 
does  MOW 




and will spend 






This may require 
relatively.
 




 or it 
may 




 In either case,
 moti-
vation is 
there.  Not just to get a 
degree or get past a 
course
 or get 
a grade that 




a motivation to 
know. 
There 
is no set pattern,
 however, 
in the 
techniques  and 
conditions
 








each subject for 
a half 
hour or so 
CVO"'  night. Breaking 
up 
my concentration
 into short 
periods helps






A chemistry senior 
disagrees. "I 










 six hours." 
Other 
sugge.stions
 the :senior 
made are: "I study whateser
 as-
signment
 Ls due 
next." "I concen-
trate on the course tor 
which I 
feel 'in the mood.'" "I read qttick-
ly 
through an assignment without 
concern  for details. Then 
I go out 
for a 
coke and shoot -the -bull 
awhile and 
go
 back and read it 
again. This time I take notes
 and 
try to remember  it. I outline 
es ery-
thing I read." 
One student 
studies  the lxtok as 
a whole. He said. "I 
look at the 
table of contents and chapter 
headings




 the book is going
 to 
say. 











 Then I read the 
chapters
 arid 



































and  flo I 
my 



















their  study 
habitsusing
 the 
library. Here Judy Blout
























,ONE.111  I., 7  
DEPEN1):.
 ()N 
4)1  ItSF: 
The type of course 
often  deter-
mines what the approach will be. 
A math course.












 from an earlier 
one.
 A sursey cotime, on 
the  con-
trary. may cover several areas not 
necessarily 




that  the amount
 of time devoted
 to 
study






concentration.  "An 
hour is 




 When I study,
 I ' 
don't (1,, 




















 'I Mum. 





























































final ,   . 
 
was  
made by ., 
. 
-e.if  
course  th.. 
Is all
 "  ',',k one should 
do 































 All you can eat  
$150
 
























































to keep your guests 































Mother's  Day give your Mom 
a gift 
that 
she  will treasure for a lifetime  A 
Portrait
 of YOU. It's not 
expensive and 
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boating.  gitlf, 
ratitlittt.
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-or, are so 
mechanically
 




 an 111N1 computer 
punched
 






















der. ,tately. nos ice. Charlet; P. 














 hut uo-s 
NIallittirt.ter ,111/31 





to di .t -
Mal it. C:11:111111y. 11011C 'IS ttlee-






chester hetrins to recoup and 
Rolterts
 Irani Ily 
aninetis
 er, 
to extend his ness hum(' lead, 
Roberts'




























a 0 ltil 11[1 
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 I ler 1..0) 
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arette I herd I euelit 
16 fr 
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 speed of 








 other in its 
class!
 
4855 rvens Creek Blvd. 
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 for Fun. 
Banquet
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1 t elt.lin 







into  a redo -sal
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hy
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ton-
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Fr trek Hotel Rom 9 p.m. to 1 
ii.m 'rickets 
are available in 









who  has entertain-
ed 









 hand leader for















College, College of the Pacific, 
and graduated fmm the Unisrr-
sity of 
California  with an NIA 
degrer in Education. The campus 
hand he 
organized






try. for 14 year, befoir 
settling  
down
 in ihe Bay
 A111.1. 





major  hotels  acm,s
 the na-
tion.





Honolulu.  and Coconut 
(;rove
 in I.os Angeles. 
't'he 
Courtney  Blind has 








 in a number of 
mosie 
shorts. 






































 in this st 
































N/e eetel. did TOI






talent oil !tie (1111111S ttle 
piiin0.
 










 %%Pell/ " 
. ! 
hbrie Yee 1.rre: 











hegan  s n 
with it hand In ..,, 
j ist fool. year. ol. 
his long 
success  to 




.1", (10' yo' i' re  
as you:. 
last









 sonars!. he 
. 
theu status in t 
s 
he placed 
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 so good 
in tacos
 or 
tortillas.  They're great










































































Lar and The 
Public Eye" 










 Geary 'rheater. 
1"1* 1.0 1/1'il`l San Francisco 
"The Prisate Ear and The 







Ness' N'ork's Great 
%%line W'a) 
Four







 to the 
sortit
 
tility ot the comedy. In the first 
play, "The Private Ear." it phi). -




to inform his 
datel.,  s 
friend, lirian Redford. 
in the 
liner 
arts of seduction. The - 
tictilate FI/Sier inserted fault I, 
speech :mil charming, humor 
the fast ;nosing plot, .. 
Iretpient approsal of the
 
Cleralefitic
 MeEwati,  whet
 lel 































 private, eNe the
 
second ['lay. NIcEsvan 















Roberts is open 'til 9 
loth 
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music  that sells 















 three years 
ago when he 
and another 
member  of the 






When Big AI', 
ofAnied iti Palo Alto 
Moor,  , 
group
 was hired and has
 played  
there ever since. 
The
 other 
members  of the
 















John Moore, tuba. 
The 












April 22 19r,1 
qr RT %SI 1/.111S-7118 
BIG AL'S 













are  Loren Hamlin, banjo: Mike 
Hermosillo,
 cornet; Rex 
Moyer, 
trombone;
 Dick Flint, 
clarinet,


























































































































"11,,,,tenanny Benefit," Saturday 
-.o.insored by the American Na-
i 
Red  





Von"  on the 
guitar  
which





contest  he 
auditioned
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Hot 
IRMA LA DOUCE 
"THE DEFIANT ONES" 
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direct the play 





























drama grad a t e 
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1961,  is 




;it 1 p.ni 
Saturday 


















































 Aaditoriiim  
tint' 'Salt ol the 1Iaimi' 
,A-111  he presented with spoisker, 
%%hi, 171,.,01..ed
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weather  is 
here  and 
so 





























































































































































































GPI-  e 
market."  
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1 to 4, 
HB1:10.  
,by the










 senior music  
.A1
 Sirat Award, 




































































nem  graduate was presented 
to 
Gary Sharp 
and  Barham Woodson. 




SJS was the 
recipient of the five national 
awards
 given by the  Society for 
Advancement
 of Management. 
Thig Was the first 
time
 in the 
Society's
 history that one college 
received



































































































































































































complaint  to 
the press.
 








































































































































 far WS thINY 
they have tried to use this 
"ma-




This bottled.up frustration was 




 Smith, one 
of the most 
respected men on 
the ciunpus and 
then 




the petition feel 
that t.he resignation 
of neon Smith 
from 









result  of the
 petition 
and 
(Conti/mod  on 
Page 4) 
SPARTAN
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all  students and farulty
 are 
eordially








9 in the morning until noon 
'Friday, and from 9 a.m. to 3 
Sat-
urday afternoon. 
traditionally been given to accent- Dr, mai"!







vanced  Systems Development
 D 
side of life, Dr. Harold M. Hodges. 
associate professor ot' sociology. 
said yesterday to 
an
 overflow 
CrOW(1 at the 
Book Talk. 
Dr. Hodges spoke yesterday' aft-
ernoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria 
Rooms A and B sociologist Dan-
iel 




ology." Dr. liodges said Bell feels 






and alienation prevalent in the 
interests of modern intellectual, 
are not 
quite  real. 
Behind 
the theory of social di
orritnization are romantic, unreal-
istie 
notions  
of the past. Them is 
a 











said rm. Hodges. He.said 
Bell 
feels  









 the mistake of assum-
ing 
the 
past Was Mnre stable than 
the present. 






said. Bell believes that the indi-
vidual
 has more fteedom than 
he 
has
 eNer had. 
What Bell 



























By LINDA sULLIVAN 





















 Barb Griffin.  :Slat - 
sselt 51.11- Lou
 Dolina-
r Sue To,tkite 
ella (thn nth .ttelthr,
 .t. -
.1y 






Haler  litho!: 1;ilgo 
31Tlan 
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. IBM visitor 

















talk with "very 
photoinier(Wraphs  or 
,r,,wth" 
according










































































































card, in exchange for a bid








































 side of the 
!lee Keefe. 












 el,e  
test pits 
Allan  Hall ,e,.air,
  




 .elta Sigrna Phi. and 




 Pi competes against
 
Niarkham Hall. FkUtis Upsilon
 vs 
5lphit Tau Omega Sitvna -.-
ma Alpha Mu and Sign), 
. psilon Signth Chi 




 L I e,   , 
 a 
Alpha Phi ss, 
, 
multi(  l'hi 
Beta 1:,,yee
 I 
1 Kappa 1:.are,,., (1a:tun, 




















 yestelday at 
its 













 for Ow. 
cement










 amount and wall 
,r the 
cement
 block and mew -
expenses
 
from  this total. 
One  
half Will be 
















ted to the 
Council.
















mistify  his price 
with an 
itemized 








on actual materin Is 
This 
leaves StiOn for 






















committee  stated that the 
firliSt had not asked














dance to the intiSie ot Del 
ney and his band in San 
co's 







year's  spring formal. 
TN,  
dance. 



















a... Committee  
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6 p.m.  
Open  
Thun:44-
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cent in en-
















age  It 































 topic I.. 
leading 




wilt]  Arner.irfin 
aandarls.
 


































 seen th. .10
 increase 
in enrrillment 
roritinue9  Adroe- 






,.  .1 
 
toans  









 by the 
prr,flicterl  




in the colleia 
population
 
































































week only  




















applied  arts 
Compared to al-
spa/hi,
 /Mils 1 
i,/  el l'", I 
Small  
pos  






































































































Mitchell's speech was followed A 
'by the 
award  giving. The 
Alpha  






The American intellectual has 
traditionally been given to accent-
ing the seedier, 
more
 mournful 
side of life, Dr. Harold NI. Hodges, 
associate professor of sociology, 
said yesteiday 
to an overflow 












 on the 
Society s history that one college! 







received all or its 
annual  awards. 
Iernoon
 at 12:30 in Cafeteria 
Rooms A and 13 on sociologLst
 






 Dr. Hodges said Bell feels 


















































 Award, given to the most 
outstanding
 man and woman Busi-
ness% graduate 
Wits presented tol 
Gary  Sharp and Barbara Woodson. 
Surprising  the banquet guets it j 
was iumotinced that SJS
 was the' 
recipient
 of the five national
 i 
awards given by 
the Society for I 
Advancement
 of Management.' 
This 

































































































































































































































































































































far as theY 
have with their 
complaints  if they 
had gone throlieh the "already 
established 
machinery."  
Many faculty members 
feel that 
they 
have  tried to use 
this "ma-
chinery"
 in the 
past,  hut to 
no 
avail.  
This bottled -up frustration was 
ignited by 




 Smith, one 
of 
the  most 
respected men on 
the campus and 
then dean of education. 
The signers of 
the petition feel 
that the resignation 
of Dean Smith 
frian




he allowed to 










interests of modern intellectuals 







notions  of the past
 There 
is 









Nat(' Bell feels 
that 






 man's flexibility 
Ton 
many make the mistake of assum-
ing 
the 





"The most salient faet 
of 
life  
is its commitment in ehange." he 
said. Bell believes that Ihe indi-
vidual has more freedom! than he 
has mer 
had. 




















 The papers are of major interest 
to 
uprwr 
division,  graduate stu-
dents and faculty
 in science. How-
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9 in the morning 
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total One 
half Will be paid 
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artist  should 
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artist had not asked a price for 
Saturday's
 plans include the 
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'11) per hour. 
rinally the
 presentation 
in the afternoon. 
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ORDER  IF 
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25 
RECORDING ARTISTS ON 
DISPLAY
 
AT SPARTAN MUSIC. 



































































. . . usually
 white cats, like me, don't get invited to model for colored pictures. That's 
because 
most folks figure 
that
 black ink is good enough for a white cat. 
. . . but I'm not an ordinary white cat. My Pop happens
 to be the boss at Globe Printing Company 
where The Peacock (isn't that a foul nameThe White Cat 
would  be much better), and the Spartan 
Daily  are printed. 
. . . for years they have been telling me how useless I am. If I'm so useless, why is he spending all 
this money printing colored pictures of white cats? (Even at the reasonable prices Globe 
charges,  a 
fella could 
buy  a whopping pile of stew meat or 
shrimps for 
what this costs.) 
. . . I think he's trying to show off the high quality color printing Globe turns out, and he's doing 
it 






 ( olor 
can 
make your adver-
tising. He's trying to illustrate how, with expert photography, a carefully 
planned  setting, and the 
high quality of Globe's color work, even a white cat like me can be 
made to look colorful. 
. . . so take the word of a real cool 
cat.  that it will pay you to talk to Pop about 
putting  some 
color into your next printing job. I bet he 
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Sharp  and Barbara Vs'oodson.
 
Surmising  the 
banquet  guests it 
was 
announced
 that SJS 
was the 
recipient
 of the 
five  national 
awards





Wa.s  the first time in the 
Society's 
history
 that one collegm 
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The  American 
intellectual
 has 
traditionally been  given to accent-
,ing the seedier, 
more  mournful 
Iside of life, Dr. 
Harold  NI. Hodges. 
lassociate professor of sociology. 




 the Hook Talk. 
Dr. Hodges spoke 
yesterday
 aft-
ertnion at 12:30 
in Cafeteria 
Rooms A and B on sociologLst
 Dan-
iel Bell's book '"I'he End of Ide-
ology.- 1)r. flixiges said Bell feels 
the concepts of 
mass













interests of modern intellectuals 
are not guile 
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presentations ot papers in SI42 
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. . usually white 
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most folks figure that 
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Standing are Jerry Spolter,
 Dr. 
Lowell






Trout, Bill Clark. Pete Briggs, Don Carroll, Pete 
McGrath, 
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-up frustration was 
ignited by the open 
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Robert 
R. Smith, one of the most 
respected
 men on the carnpus arid
 
then dean of education. 
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lated protest.
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petition  and 
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until noon 
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vanced  Systems Development
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,associate 
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N.. Hodges spoke yesterday aft-
ernoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria
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iel Bell's book rite End
 nf Ide-
ology." Dr. Hodges said Bell feels 
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interests of modern intellectuals 
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'The most salient 
fact of life 
is its commitment in change," he 
said. Bell beliees that the Indi-
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formal.
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 EVELYN DIXON 
Ten years ago 98 
foreign stu-
dents, representing 24 countries. 
attended SJS. Today there are 630 
foreign students
 from approxi-
mately 60 different countries. 








Report of the Foreign 
Student Adviser for the year 1962-
63, :39 per cent 
of these students 
were studying in the





















are  special 
courses
 for 
foreign students in F:nglish,
 speech 
and political science.
 The speech 
and English
 courses began 
infor-
mally in 1950, and in 1954 a 
for-
mal program was started.
 
In the spring 
of 1963, for the 
first 
time at SJS, a special group
 
of students, 13 
young women from 
Guinea and 
Mali  in Africa, came 
to study
 English. The pmgram 
was 
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students  to 
teach 
English in their countries, was con-
sidered quite successful by Dr. 




Dr.  Persky 
hoped  
that this was to be ju.st the first 
of 
many programs that might be 
given 







 Mali and the Upper 
Volta in Africa. also came to study 
English at SJS. Again the program 
is 






 in these 
special
 pro-
grams and other foreign students 
may receive individual guidance 









vided services to aid 
them
 in ad-
justing to both cultural and aca-
demic differences. Also, the office 
provides
 liaison among students, 
the 










and is a clearing 
center  for ac-













recently created Foreign Student
 
Advisement Committee appointed 
by Pres. John T. 
Wahlquist.
 Co-
chairmen of the committee are 
Robert 
S.
 Martin, associate dean 
of students, and Dr. 
Frederic 
































professor  of speech and 












































and Hearing Center; Dr. Cornelia 











ley C. Benz. dean of students, and 






















sion, registration, and advisement. 
The committee also deals with 
specific 








arise and approves changes in the 
program.  
STUDENT GROUPS 
The ASB has created an Inter -
Cultural Council and an Inter -
Cultural Steering Committee.
 
The Inter -Cultural Council Is a 
student
 committee  
that 
co-ordi-
nates international activities 
on 
campus. The Inter -Cultural Steer-
ing 
Committee is made up of rep-
resentatives
 of various ethnic 
groups  on campus. It 
orients the 
international students 
so that they 
may 
become  a part of SJS. 




Week. highlighted by 
International 
Day, which will be 












 of both 
American  and 
foreign




 sell frxxl from their 
countries. Displays
 are placed in 
the show- ca.ses
 in the library. 












community  also participates 
in the foreign 
student  pmgram 
through the International
 Student 
Center. The Center is open 
to both 
American  and foreign










 or a 
movie.  
The Center serves
 the foreig,m 
students
 from San 
Jose State. 
































































































Inner Quad for 
Guinea 
students who attended San Jose State
 last 
year. 
The Guinea students, as well as all 
foreign  stu-
dents are oroyided with 





CLASS  A typing
 course proved a 




Guinea.  She was 
part
 of a special pro-
gram
 
under the auspices 









came  from Guinea and one from 
Mali  to study English. 
KS.IS 
KSJS FM radio station was es-
tablished
 at 














a radius of 30 
miles. 
Warm 
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DR.  JAMES 
W.
 BROWN 
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the gromh
 
Spring fever is pretty common 
this time of year . . . 
Join in the 
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in a number  ol 
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According to a recent survey 












and 28, works 
tit ictet
 































the fall of 1962 a 
total of 
6.158 students





The Student Health Building 
.vas established in 1956. It is 
.laffed by 18 physicians, 10 of 
them are full time. and 25 
nurses,
 





major  from San 
























































 on the 
Penthsula.
 




 was followed 
by 
the award giving.
 The Alpha 
Al Sirat
 Award, given to 
the most 
outstanding






Sharp  and Barbara Woodson. 
Surprising the banquet 
guests it 
was  announced that SJS was the 




 by the Society for 
Advancement 
of Management. 
ThLs was the first time in the 
Society's history that one college 
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tan 













The American intellectual has 
traditionally 
been given to accent-
ing the seedier, more 
mournful 
side of life, Dr. Harold M. Hodges, 
associate professor of sociology, 
said yesterday to an ove rf low 




 in Cafeteria 
Rooms A and B on 
sociologist Dan-
iel Bell's book "The End of Ide-
ology." ry,. Hodges said Bell feels 
the concepts 
of






 in the 
interests
 of modern intellectuals
 
are not quite 
real.  
Behind the 
theory of social dis-
organization 
are  romantic, 
unreal-
istic notkms of 
the pits'. 'There Ls 







}lodges.  He said Bell feebt 
that social critics are not taking 
into account man's flexibility. Ton 
many make the mistake
 of SWIM-









 to change." he 
said. Bell believes that the 
indi-
virhmi 
has  more freedom 
than he 
has 
ever  had. 
What Bell 




 according to 
Dr. 
Hodges, is 
the  Incapacity 
of 
social 
=ler  to satisfy 
demands 










 in science. How-
ever, all students 
and  faculty are 
cordially
 invited to 
attend  the 
presentation.s  of papers in 
S142 








 Vogel, of 
IBM's Ad-











 relay team, 
Maddams.




 in- Newson. Parn N,ison, 
Julie  Tate, 
m Baer.




 Mary Ellen 
Rich- Davies,





Lynn  Sliarpleis. 
and  driver Judy 
Shaw.  
afford, Barb
 Griffin, Mar- 
Starting  festivities also 
include 
sseli. Mary 
Lou  Dolinas, 
a 
parade  of 12 
entries  
from iiing 
o Sue Towne. 
centers. Thx, parade tiepins to the 
%nem 
side of the 
football  
stadium.  
Dee Keefe.  
newly  erownect 





Competitors in the 
regular  relay 
events have been 
practicing  for 
weeks.  The first elimination con-
test pits Allan Hall against Moul-
der Hall, Sigma Alpha
 Epsilon vs. 
1'i Kappa Alpha,
 Theta Chi vs. 
Delta 
Sigma Phi. and Theta Xi vs. 
ToHost  
















 Phi's from Al -
are 
Caml  Hales, 
Sheyla  
against 
Markham Hall, Delta Upsilon vs. 
 
Alpha Tau Omega Sigma Nu vs. 
lvention  
ri,L,srini.,,,,visphsaig...mli,,,.,,,hnid  Sigma Phi 
First round sorority competition 
includes Alpha Chi vs. Delta
 Gam-
ma. Alpha Phi VS. Chi Omega, 
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Royce Hall. 
Ind Nappa 
Kappa  Gamma will 
compete
 against the 
winner of the 
Kappa Delta -Kappa Alpha Thtta 
contest. 
. MARCEL VOGEL 






























a USF graduate. ,weeklY 
meeting in 
the College 
"Liquid Crystals." He Uninn* 
"vpry 
1 Breakdown of cost includes
 
-rate his talk 
u:ith  
altar phot icrographs of 
1$2,000 for statue and $500 for tieto 
rowth" according to the 




Daryl Webb, sculptor. will ir-
is the co-author
 of the 
ceive the total amount and will 
uminescence of Liquids 
Ls and. 






ing expenses from this total. 
One 
. Ile is 
presently
 work -
he application of 
micm- 
half svill
 be paid immediately so he 
may begin 
work, and remaining 




toinoen-half vetTI he paid 
on crimple-
s been
 with IBM 
since 















will  present 
?TS until noon.



















afternoon. This will be 
fol-
lowed  by a business
 meeting. 





 in the Chemistry De-
!partment,  S148. The price is $1 
land includes
 one of the field trips. 
PSSST, 
BUDDY,  WANNA 
BID7Tim  












erchange for  bid 














ted to the Council. the Art 
Plan-
ning Commitos, noted, 






ed to justify his price with an 
itemized breakdown,
 we take the 
initiative to suggest that $1.000 
would be spent on actual materials 
This leaves
 $300 
for expense of 




for  twn and a 
half
 to 
three  months of work. or 5fX) or 
more working hours." 
The committee stated that the
 
artist had 
not  asked a price for 
his creative ability and said that 
artists often charge





Saturday evening students 
dance 
to the music of Del 
Court-
ney and his band in 
San  Francis-
co's St. Francis Hotel. 
, The occasion is 
"Southern  Serett-
ride." 
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Open 
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bathing 
suits  to 
dressy sport
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 be found 
in our cottage. 
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 retorts to noon nur 
market."  
Mitchell's 
speech was followed 
hy the award giving. The Alpha 
Al
 Sirat Award. given to the most 
outstartding man and
 woman Busi-
ness graduate wns presented to 
Gary Sharp rind Barbara Woodson. 









five  national 
awards given by the Society for 
Advancement of 
Management. 
This wa.s the 
first time in the 
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Many  faculty members






chinery" in the past, but to no 
avail.  
This bottled -up frustration was 
ignited by the 




of the most 
respected men on the
 campus and 
then dean of education. 
The
 signers of the petition feel 
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Stretch Pants for the 
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in your collection 
6.50 
Flair, 





 a man wears a 
Gant. 
The  gently tapered 
Hugger
 model above. 
is 
made
 of finest cotton
 oxford, has 
button  
down collar,
 box pleat and 
hanger in back 
Choose
 yours in 























Accents  Bad,' 
Hodges Says 
Bs. LINDA St'LLIVAN 
The
 American intellectual 
has 
traditionally  been given to 
accent-
ing the seedier. 
more
 mourriful 
side of life, Dr. 
Harold  M. Hodges,  
associate 




crowd at the Floc* Talk.
 
Dr. Hodges spoke yesterday aft-
ernoon 
at 12:30 in Cafeteria 
Rooms A and B nn sociologist
 Dan-
iel Bell's hook 
"The
 End of Ide-
ology."
 Dr. Hodges said Bell feels 




alienation  prevalent in the 
Interests of 
modern  intellectuals 
are 
not quite  real. 
Behind the theory of social dis-
organization are romantic. unreal-
ittlie
 
notions of the past. There 
is 




said Dr. lIralges. He said lied feels 
that social critics are 



















commitment  to change," he 
saki.
 Bell believes t.hat the indi-




What Bell feels is the real !Irish-
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faring society, accravling 
to 
Tar. Hodges, is the incapacity
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social  order to satisfy demands 
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presently work -
he application of 
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reg-
al R Friday morning, fol-
a welcome to the dele-
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1TS until noon. Field trip:: 
..nd Paul Masson vineyants 
1.
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upper  division, graduate stu- noon. 







of student papers and 
cordially invited to attend the tinally  the presentation of award-
presentations of papers in S142 in the afternoon. 
This will be fol-
from 9 in the morning until noon lowed by a business meeting. 
!Friday. and from 9 a.m. to 3 Sat- 
Banquet tickets 
are  ai.ailable to 
rd ay 
aft ernoon. 
all students in the Chemistry De-
nt*. Marcel Vogel, of IBM's Arl- ,partment, Sl4R. The price is St 
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at the St. Francis 
Hotel, is free





cid  ms. 
Conn  ie 
Moreari  Carol 









and driver Judy Shaw. 
Starting festiities also include
 
a parade of 12 entries from 
living
 
centers. The parade begins at the 











Competitors in the regular relay 
events have heen
 practicing for 
weeks. The first elimination 
con-
test pits
 Allan Hall against Moul-
der Hall, Sigma  Alpha 
Epsilon vs. 
Pi 
Kappa  Alpha, Theta
 Chi vs. 
Delta 




competes  against 
Markham  Hall. Delta L'psilon vs. 
Alpha Tau 
Omega Sigma Nu vs. 
Sigma Alpha 'Mu. anti 
Sigma Phi 
Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi. 
First round sorority competition 
includes Alpha 
Chi vs. Delta Gam-
ma. Alpha Phi vs. Chi Omega.
 
Gamma  Phi Beta vs. P,oyce Hall. 
.ital Kappa Kappa Gamma will 
campete against the 
winner  of the 



















 yesterday at its 

















sculptor,  will re-
eeiVe the total 
amount and will 
pay 
for the cement 
block  and mov-
ing
 expenses from
 thls total. 
One 
half 
vvill  be paid 





wfTl  tie paid 
on comple-
I ion. 
In a written 
statement  submit-
ted to the 
Council. the Art Plan-
ning Committee
 noted.  -While 
we 
don't feel 
an artist shoiild be 
ask-
ed to justify 




 take the 
initiative to 
suegest
 that S1000 
would be 
spent on actual 
materials
 
This leaves $500 
for expense of 













or 500 or 
more working 
hours."  
The committee stated that the 
artist had 















dance to the music of Del Court-
ney and his band 
in San Francis-
co's 
St. Francis Hotel. 
The occasion 
is "Southern Seren-





dance, sponsored by the 
Social  A: -
fairs 
Committee, is financed 
, I through student 
funds.  appropri-
, ated hy 
Student  Council 














for  the 
dance. Bids 
are available


















































































































































One of the 
primary* 
goals  of the 
course  is to 


















































































































































































































































dressy  sport 
can be found
 
in our cottage. 

















6 - Open ihuhs. 













































































meeting  in 
















first  year 119 
students en-
rolled and 
were  instructed by the 
four initiators of the 
program: 
Prof. Elmo 
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tt ()Minimal Isom 
page
 5) 
served  a useful 





Our time machine takes us to 
the polls where we cast our votes.
 
then speeds us to 1955 and to the 
polls 
again. The first time 
voted only for ASG executive of-
ficers and members
 from our class 
to the council. The second time, 
since it was fall, we 
voted for only 
one council representative from 
class. In 1955 SJS went off the 
quarter system. For the new se-
mester system 
a revised constitu-
tion provided for elections to be 
held twice yearly, spring and fall. 







this proved inefficient for the new-
ly -elected representatives could 
never seem to quite catch up with 
history  on problems  and a contin-
ual




Glancing to the 
present.  we see 
that all ASB anti AWS officers are  
elected in the spring for the fol-
lowing year. This way all council 
members are new 
together,
 trained 
together, and veork together. 
MIMS foretell 



























eking.  The 
Alpha 
Mitchell's speech























































major  from 
San Jose,
 v. -ill be 
pre -
I 
&elated  in 
her 
Senior  















































































AI Sirat Award. given to the most 
outstanding man and woman Busi-
ness g,raduate  was
 presented to 
Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson. 
Surprising
 the banquet gues-ts it 
was announced that SJS was the 
recipient












was the first time in the 
Society's
 history that one college 
received 

















































































































































































































































































































































 members feel that 
they 
have
 tried to 
use thts "ma-
chinery"  in the past, 















 the most 
respected 
men  on the carnpus 
and 
then dean of 
education. 
































1)(11.4  l'ructocA 
..'..'. Pe,/ / / 
The 




faculty  in science. How-
ever,  all students 
and faculty are 
!cordially invited to 
attend the 
presentations  of papers 
in S142 
from 9 in 
the morning until 
noon 
By EMI/A  
SI'Ll.IVAN  
Friday, and from 
9 ram. to 3 Sat -
The American intellectual has urclay afternoon. 






 Vogel, of IBM's
 Act-
ing the seedier, more 
mournful  
vanced Systems Development I)i-
side of life, Dr. Harold 
M. Hodges, 
associate
 professor of sociology., 
said yesterday to an 
overflow 
crossal at the Book Talk. 
Dr. Hodges spoke yesterday aft-
ernoon al 12:30 in Cafeteria 
Rooms A and B on sociologist Dan-
iel Bell's book "The 
End  of Ide-
ology." Dr. Hodges said Bell feels 







 in the 
interests 
of modern intellectuals 
are not quite real. 
Behind the theory of social dis-
arganization are romantic. 
unreal-












Hodges.  He 
said Bell 
feels 







many make the mistake of assum-
ing the past %%AS tnore stable than 
t.he present. 
-The most salient 
fact of life 
Ls its commitment to change," he 








What Bell reels is the real Droll-
lem 
facing society, according 
to 
11r. Hodges, is the 
incapacity  of 
social
 order to satisfy demands 















 relay team, 
la C'hi Cart -wheelers. in-
irn Baer.
 Sue Slagle. Cyn-
iberlain. Mary 















Gaddis.  StISR/I 
Braden, 
igley, 
Sue  Slagor. Carol 
Gail Penmen, 

















,ab, %sill be the guest 
at the convention banquet 
? night at Lou's Village. 
a USF graduate. will 
n "Liquid 
Crystals."  He 
trate his talk with "very 
color photomicrographs
 of 
smwth" according to the 
'ter. 
Ls the 
co-author of the 
Aiminescence of Liquids 
ds
 and its Practical 
Art-
a" He is presently work -
he application of micro-
shniques to special prob. 
as magnetie
 coatings. 
is been with 
IB51 since 
ENTION ACTIVITIES 





welcome  to the dele-
im Dean 









delezates will present 
eta; until rexan.
 Field trips 
and Paul Masson 
vineyards  
are scheduled
 for Friday after-
noon. 
Saturday's
 plans include the 
re-
mainder 





in the afternoon. This will he fol. 
10Wed 
by a business 
meeting 
Banquet tickets are asailable 
all students in the Chemistry. De-
partment.
 S148.. The 
price 
is $4 
and includes one of the




















exchange  I or  bid






at the St. 
Francis  
Hotel,












Jody Kaiser. Rosie Stanton.  
Sue
 
Davies, Karen KPIlt 
Judy  Hayes 
rind driver
 Judy Shaw. 
Starting








centers.  The 
parade  begins 
at the 
west
 side of the 
football  stadium. 
Dee Keefe. newly crawned 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
















test pits Allan Hall against Moul-
der Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. 
Pi Kappa Alpha.  Theta Chi vs. 
! telta  Sigma Phi. and Theta




Sigma Pi competes against
 
Markham Hall. Delta 
Upsilon  ss 
Alpha Tau Omega Sigma Nli 
Sigma Alpha Mu. 
and  Sigma Phi 
Epsilon vs. Sigma 
Chi. 
First round sorority competition 
includes Alpha Chi vs. Delta Gam-




Royce  Hall. 
:,;,t Kappa Kappa Gamma
 will 












Student  Council 
appropriated
 
$2,500 to build an 
eleven foot 
Spardi statue yesterday. at its 
weekly 
meeting in the College 
Cnion. 




statue  and $500 for
 tile 
cement block on which the 
statue 
will  stand. 
Daryl Webb. sculptor. will re-
ceive the total amount and will 
pay 
for  the cement block and mov-
ing expenses from 
this  total. One 
half 
will
 be paid immediately
 so he 








In a written statement submit-
ted to the 











ed to naffs" his 
price  with an 
itemized 
breakdown.  we take 
the 
























more working hours." 
The committee stated that the 
artist had not asked a price for 
his creative
 ability 
and  said 
that  
.o.tists 





Saturday. evening students will 
dance 
to the 
music  of Del Court-
ney and his band in San Francis-
co's St. Francis Hotel. 
The 




 this year's spring formal. "rhe 
dance,  sponsored lis. the 
Social  
irs 












































































































































































































 looking up af SJS, 
employees. It is open 
24 hours
 a day, and is 
in 
construction,  that is. This 
is how the 
parking  
patrolled  after midnight. During the day, a se -
garage looked late 
spring









The  garage now provides
 
8:00 to 4:00 
to ease traffic entering the facility. 
for 
2,500 cars daily, for
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major  from 
San Jose,
 %ill be 
pre-






























































 toreign germs 
to flood ow 
market."  
Mitchell's speech was followed
 
by the award giving. 
The Alpha 
AI Sisal Award, given to the most 
outstanding man and woman Busi-
ness graduate WAS presented to 
Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson. 
Surprising the 
banquet  guests it 
was announced that SJS was the 
recipient of the five 
national  







This wa.s the first
 time in the 
Society's  history that 
one college 
received all 
















































































































































































































































































































































gone through the "already 
established
 machinery." 
Many faculty members feel that 
they have tried to use thts "ma-
chinex-y"
 in the past, but to no 
avail.
 
This hottled-up frustration was 
ignited by the opon resignation of 
Robert R. 
Smit:h,
 one of the most 
respected
 men on the campus
 and 
then dean of education. 
The signers of 




Dean  Smith 
fnan 





 allowed to 
























































By LINDA SI'LLIVAN 
The American intellectual has 
traditionally
 been given to accent-
ing the seedier, 
more  mournful 
side of life, Dr. Harold M. Hodges, 
associate professor of sociology, 
saicl yesterday to an overflow 
crowd at the Book Talk. 
Dr. Hodges spoke 
yesterday  aft-
ernoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria 
Rooms A imd B on sociologist Dan-
iel Bell's book "The End of Ide-
ology." Dr. liodges said Bell feels' 
the concepts 
of
 mass society, muss 
culture, existentialism, mnformIty. 
and alienation prevalent in the 
interests of modern intellectuals 
are not quite real. 
Behind
 the theory




s -ale notions 
of the 
past.  Them 
is 
a lack of history -mindedness and 
issues are too 
readily
 pigeon -holed, 
said Dr. 
Hodges.
 He said Bell feeLs 
that social critics are not taking 
into account man's flexibility. Too 
many make the mistake of 
assum-
ing the past was more stable than 
the present. 
'The 
tnost salient fact of life 
is its commitment to change." he 
said. Bell belie:es that the 
indi  




feels is the real prob-
lem facing society,
 according to 
I)r. Hodges, is 
the incapacity 
of 
social  order to satisfy 
demands  










 and faculty in science. How -
lever, all students
 and faculty are 
!cordially invited to 
attend the 




 the morning until 
noon 
'Friday. and




















































Penmen,  Liricia Ortiz, 
Hafer,  Karen
 Kilgour, 
















sab. will he the gue,t
 
at the convention 
banquet
 
v night at Lou's Village. 
a USF graduate. will 
n "Liquid Crystals." He 
srate his talk with 
"very 
color
 photomicrographs of 
srowth" according to the 
pter. 
is the co-author of 
the  
siminescence of Liquids 
cis 
and its Practical An -
s." He is presently 
work -
the applicatinn nf micro-

























 until noon. 
Field  trips 








Saturday's  plans 
include  the re-
mainder of student papers and
 
finally the
 presentation of award,.
 
in the 
afternoon. This will he 
fol-
lowed 
by a business 
meeting. 
Banquet tickets are aailable 
all 
students







includes one of 























































Kent  Judy 
Hayes  





























C'ompetitors in the 
regular relay 
events have been
 practicing for 
weeks. The hist elimination con-
test pits Allan Hall against Moul-
der Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
 vs. 
Pi 
Kappa  Alpha. Theta 
Chi vs. 
Delta Sigma Phi. 
and Theta Xi vs. 
Phi  Sigma 
Kappa.  
Signia Pi COMpeteS 
against 
Nlarkham
 Hall, Delta Upsilon vs 
Alpha Tall Omega Siana 
Nu vs. 
Alpha Mu. and Sigma Phi 
.psilon vs. Sigma Chi. 
First round sorority competition 
includes Alpha Chi vs. Delta 
Gam-
ma. Alpha Phi vs. Chi Omega, 
Gamma Phi Beta vs Royce 11:111, 






winner  of the 
,l.appa 
Delta -Kappa











Student Council appropriated 
$2,5"00 to 













of cos t ineliales 
l$2,000









sculptor,  will re-
ceive the total 
amount and will 
pay 




 this total. One 
half will be paid 
immediately  so he 












In a written statement submit-

















 we take 
the 
initiative
 to suggest that $1.060 






















 500 or 
more 
working  hours." 
The committee stated that the 
artist had not asked a price for 
his 
ereative














dance to the music ()I' Del Court-
ney and 







occasion  iS "SoUthern Seren-






fairs Committee. is financed 
through student funds. appropri-











revealed.  that no 
ad-
mission
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Peacock
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 %shit is ruov 
',resident  of 
the










Prof.  I.eonard. 
: one 
of 




















 NVr. will 
be 






















basement of the 
Bi-
°hwy. 





















theory  here. A 
SJS 
student

























 in 1961 
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 lease on the airport
 
property with 



























































 in navy 
and 












































by the award eking. The Alpha 
Mitchell's speech was followed! 
[Accents  
Bad
 I to upper division, graduate
 stu-
. 'dents and faculty in 






ever,  all stttdents and 







 Sint Award, given to the 
most I 
outstanding man and 
woman Busi- I Hod 
ness graduate oillS presented tell 
ges Says 
presentation.s  of papers in S142
 
terdially invitet to 
attend
 the 
from 9 in the 
morning  until noon 
By LINDA sULLIVAN Friday, and from 9 
a.m.  to 3 Sat -
The 
American  intellectual has urday afternoon. 





 Vogel, of 
IBM's Ad-







side of life, Dr. Harold NI. Hodges, 




yesterday  to an overflow 
crowd at the Book Talk. 
1)r. Hodges spoke yestenlay aft-
ernoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria 
Rooms A and B 
on sociologist Dan-
iel Bell's book "The End of Ide-
ology." Dr. Hodges said Bell feels 
the eoncepts of mass society, mass 
culture. existentialism. conformity,
 
and alienation prevalent in 
the 
Interests of modern intellectuals 
are not quite real. 









a lack of history -mindedness and 
issues 









that social critics are not taking 
into account
 man's flexibility. Too 
many make the mistake of assum-
ing the past  was tnore stable than
 
the piesent. 









 than he 
has ever 
had. 
What Bell feels is the real prob-
lem facing society', according to 
Dr. Hodges, is the 
Incapacity  of 
social 

































































































































Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson. 
Surprising the banquet guests it 
was
 announced that SJS was the 
recipient of the five national 
awards given by the Society for 
Advancement  of Management. 
This wa.s the 
first time in the 
Society's history that one college 
received all of its
































































































































































































































































































































far aa theY 
have with their complaints if they 
had 
gone  through the "already 
establiahed  machinery." 







past, but to no 
avail.  
This bottled -up 
frustration  was 
ignited
 by the open resignation
 of 
Robert  R. Smith,
 one of the 
most  
respected men
 on the campus and
 
then dean of education. 
The signers





 of Dean 
Smith  
from





























Baer,  Sue Slagle, Cyn-
olain. 






















 Karen Kilgour. 
dan and 











h. will he the guest 
: the convention banquet 
night 
at Lou's Village. 
a USF graduate, will 
"Liquid Crystals." He 
rate his talk with 
"very 
slot. photomicrographs of 
-myth" according to the 
er.  
s the co-author
 of the 
uninescence of Liquids 
s 







ie application of 
micro-











d fi Friday morning, fol-
a welcome












 until noon. 
Field trips 
al Paul Nfasson vineyards  
are scheduled
 for Friday after-
noon. 
Saturday's 




 papers and 
finally the presentation of awards 
in the afternoon. This will 
he fol-






:ill students in the Chemistry. De-
partment, Sl4S. The price is SI 



























 a+ the St. 
Francis
 Hotel, 









Newson. Pam Nelson. Julie 
Tate,  
Jody Kaiser, 
Rosie  Stanton, Site 
Davies,






















Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent
 Girl, 
will reign over the event. 
Competitors in 
the resnilar relay 
events 
have been practicing for 
vreeks. The first elimination con-
test pits Allan Hall 
against 
:Viotti-
der Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. 
Pi 
Kappa  Alpha. 














Upsilon  vs. 
Alpha Tau °Mega Sigma Nu 
Sigma Alpha Nits and Sigma 
Phi  
Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi. 
First round sorority
 competition  
includes  Alpha Chi vs. laelta
 
Gam-
ma. Alpha Phi vs. Chi Omega. 
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Royce Hall, 
init Kappa kapoa Gamma will 
c,.mpete 





















meeting in the 
College  
'17nion. 




for statue and $500 for tilie 
cement
 block on which the statue 
will  stand. 
Daryl Webb.
 sculptor. will re-
ceive the total 
amount and will 
pay for 
the




 from this total.
 One 
half





may begin work, and 
remaining  
one-half ail!
















artist  should  be ask-
ed to 
justify
 his price with an 
itemized  breakdown.
 we take the 
initiative 
to
 suggest that S1.000 




 $500 for expense of 
the actual 
casting
 process, and 
S500
 
remains  for 
two 










The committee stated that the 
artist
 had not asked a pt -ice tar 
his ereative ability and said that 
artist.
 , ',..n 
charge 





 eLer.1-._ - 
dance to the MUSIC 01 Del 
Court-
ney and his hand in San Francis-
co's St. Francis Hotel. 
The 




 year's spring 
formal
 The 





 is inanced 
through 
student funds. appropri-










 that no 
ad-
mission 





 Bitis are 




















































































Quintet  will 
ap-





'rickets rnsy he 












 ORDER IF 
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 
25 
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY 




10:00 - 10:00 
Sundays
 






























comes, approximately 10,000 stu-
dents will have just begun 
the 14th 





















until the curricula 
offered  now is 
equivalent
 in size to the full -year
 
offerings
 of a 





 four-, six- and ten -
week sessions, but has been ex-
panded 
to offer inter -sessions 
and 
short courses 
between  close of 
spring 




session. plus August 
WHERE










































































1 ...rpm' or I r 
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all 








































































































































































































































































































academic  programs 
is 
a Festival of 

















and  Dr. John 
Nisbet,  head of 
the  
Education




Scotland,  are 
scheduled














FINANCE AND FUTURE 
All 
of this is financed by 
the 
fees 
paid by students 
when
 they 
register. Tuition this 
session  has 
gone
 up to $14.25 
per semester 
unit. Approximately
 80 per cent of 
the money taken
 in goes for pro-
fessors' salaries.
 The rest of the 
money 
goes into the 
Festival  of 
Arts, 





sessions  office 
personnel,  and 
cost  of publications 
put out by that 
office. 
"I think the college
 ha.s been 
quite 




STUDENT  RESIDENTS 
In 1962. 95 per cent of the 
SJS 
student body resided in California. 
Of the remainder,
 4 percent come 
from other states 
and  territories. 
and 1 per 
cent




State  has had 
almost 
$50 million allocated for 
capital  
outlay since 1952. Among the many 
new buildings added since then are 
the multi -story
 garage, the Edu-
cation Building.
 the Engineering 
Building, the Library 
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involved

































































































































































is here and 
so are our fashions. 
Every-
thing from
 bathing suits to 
dressy sport
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knowl-
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In
 An-
. processes that 
will be helpful," 





































































somewhat  lengthy title rep- 
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year. National 
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Jekyll.
 In f act the 
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also  contribute
 to the 
funds  vehich 
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 areas 
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In this respect, 
how  does San made 
available  just prior to 
Easter  interest in 
research.






















with  other 
vacation,


























 !coming? On 160 applicants for faculty 
research
 
faculty  is 



































 per cent of 
college  "Here 
are professors
 who are 
tidal  to both s t 
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The downtown location of San Jose Paint has a parking lot 
immediately
 adjacent  . . 
. with
 free 
parking  for our 
cus 
tomers. Our Valley 
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market."
 




award ening. The Alpha 
Al 
Sirat  Award, given to the most 
outstanding man and woman BIM-
ness graduate was presented to 
Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson. 
Surprising the 
banquet  guests it 
was 
announced
 that SJS was the 
recipient
 of the five 
national 
awards  given by the 
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heve with 
their  complaints if 
they  
had gone 






members  feel that 
they
 
have  tried to  
use thts 
"ma-
chinery" in the past, but to no 
avail.  
This bottled -up frustration Wag 
ignited 





one  of the most 
respected men on the 
campus  and 
then (lean of education. 
The signers of the 
petition feel 
that the resignation 
of
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The papers are of major interest 
Accents Bad, 
dents and faculty in science. HOW-




students and faculty are 
.cordially invited to attend the 
Tresentation.s ot papers in S142 
'from 9 in the morning until noon 
'Friday, and from 9 a.m. to 3 Sat-
urday afternoon. 
Dr. Marcel Vogel, of 
IBM's Ad-
vanced Systems Developtnent Di -




intellectual  has 
traditionally 







of life, Dr. Harold 
NI. Hodges, 
associate  professor 
of sociology, 
said  yesterday
 to an 
rwerf  imv 
crowd at the Book Talk. 
pr. Hodges








 book "The End 
of Ne-
ology." 
Dr. Hodges saki 
Bell  feels 
the concepts 









are not quite real. 
Behind
 the theory of social 
dis-
organization are mmantie 
unreal -
kale





















 are not taking 
into 
acconnt  man's 
flexibility.
 Ton 
many make the 
mistake  of assum-
ing the
 past





 most salient faet of life 
is 
its 
commitment  to 
change."  hc 
said. Bell believes 
that the indi-
vidiml has 
more freedom than he 
has ever 
had. 
What Bell feels is the real prob-
lem facing society, according to 
Hodges, is the incapacity of 
social order 
to satisfy demands 


































































































 according to the 
pter. 
Ls the co-author 
of the 
...timinescence
 of Liquids 






the application of 
micro-
Thniques
 to special prob. 
ch as magnetic coatings. 




 hegins with reg-
at Friday morning, fol. 





the Division of 
Sciences 
died Arts. 
It delegates  will present
 
pers until noon. Field trip. 
:Ind Paul Masson vineyards 




 plans include 
the re-
mainder of student
 papers and 




This  will he fol-





are ayailable to 




partment. S148. The 
price  $1 





BID7Tim  McCall, 
left,  a 
member
 of 
Social Affairs Committee,  
punches













St,  Francis 









Newson.  Pam 









and driver Judy Shaw.
 
Starling  fegIiViiieS 
include
 





renters. The parade begins 
at the 
west






 Chi Alpha 
Crescent  Girl. 
will reign
 rher 
the  event. 
Competit.ors in tht regular relay 
events have been practicing for 
weeks. The first 
elimination  con-
test 
pits  Allan Hall against 
M01/1 -
der Hall. Sigma







Sigma  Phi. and 
Theta








Upsilon  vs. 
Alpha 




 Nlis and Sigma Phi 
Epsilon vs. Sigma 
Chi.  
First
 round sorority  
competition 
includes Alpha 







Gamma Phi Beta vs Royce 
Hall, 
.ind 1::ippa Kappa 
Gamma  will 
compete 


























statue  yesterday at 
its 
weekly









 ;11141 $500 for 
listit 
cement





 sculptor. will re-
ceive the total 
amount and will 
pay 
for the cement 
block  and mov-
ing 
expenses 
fmtn  this 
total.  One 
half will 
be paid 
immediatels.  so he 
may  begin work. and 
remaining 
nne-half  






















his  price viith 
itemized  
breakdown.






































 committee stated that the 
artist had not 
asked a price fnr 
his 
creative







$10 per hour. 
Formal Features
 






dance to the music of Del Court-
ney and his hand in San 
Francis-
co's
 St. Francis Hotel. 
The nceasion is "Southern Seren-









Committee. is financed 
through student funds. appropri-









MacDonald revealed. that 
no ad-
mission 
will  he charged 
for the 







































































Nfen's  Gym 
at ft.15 
Hoen




pear after the S.IS Studio Band 
has performed 
Tickets may 











































































































































































In Downtown San 





here  and 
so 









suits  to 
dressy  















































































































































Reis a ,11 
dui' being 
loes on ,,..% 
